
Baron 3:
Integrated System

Raptor compressor dimensions: 66"Hx34.5"Wx32"D
* Charging rate based on filling 80 CF cylinder from 0-6000 PSI. 

Complete SCBA/SCUBA cylinder refill system in a world
class appliance design with sound attenuation to limit
noise to 76 dBa
The system includes the compressor, with capacities ranging
from 8 to 38 CFM charging rate, three-position containment
design fill station and choice of air storage system
Large, illuminated operating and fill control panels include
all normal and fault condition indicators and offer the 
flexibility for many advanced and multiple fill control options
Stress-free Airlock fill station access door
Unique and versatile design concept also makes these 
systems available in two or three separate component 
configurations to allow installation flexibility

Complete SCBA/SCUBA cylinder refill system in a world class
appliance design with user-friendly operating controls
Compact, single cabinet appliance design includes compressor, 
two-position containment fill station and choice of air storage system
Unique AirLock fill station access door design provides maximum
operator comfort; the balanced door and cylinder access sleeves 
tilt effortlessly for loading and unloading
Spacious, ergonomically designed vertical-fill control panel 
provides a clean view of flow controls and indicators
Unique and versatile design concept also makes these systems 
available in two or three separate component configurations to 
allow installation flexibility

The most exciting new concept in single-appliance breathing air system
design available today combines our extensive experience and modern
design technology, resulting in the most practical, user-friendly and 
optimally sized system for highly variable demand users. 
Features include:

Raptorcfs may also be purchased as separate components 
Raptorbac Compressor and SafeStationX2gp.

Cat# CFM* HP PSI Price
BG302 6.0 5.0 5000 $25,193.95
BG303 8.3 7.5 5000 $27,006.95
Includes 3-cylinder 4500psig DOT storage system and 3-bank cascade control.

Cat# CFM* HP PSI Price
BG304 8.0 7.5 6000 $33,906.95
BG305 14.0 10.0 6000 $35,462.95
Includes 3-cylinder 6000psig DOT storage system and 3-bank cascade control.

The most modern, comprehensive and innovative successor
design to the first ever, single-appliance breathing air system 
first introduced in 1986. Designed to meet most air demand
requirements through a vast array of advanced air flow control
options, the seamless and spacious design also provides
unsurpassed operator visibility and comfort. 
Features include:

Baron3 may also be purchased as separate components
Talon2 Compressor and SafeStationX3.

Cat# CFM* HP PSI Price
AZ554 8.0 7.5 6000 $39,053.95
AZ555 14.0 10.0 6000 $40,563.95
AZ556 21.0 15.0 6000 $45,203.95
AZ557 24.0 20.0 6000 $47,589.95
AZ558 38.0 30.0 6000 $58,819.95
Includes 4-cylinder 6000psig DOT storage system and 4-bank cascade control.

RAPTORcfs:
Integrated System

All Eagle Air 
product prices include
freight to destination,
start-up, and training

Interconnecting
hoses for components

included (up to 10')
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